Poster - Thur Eve - 69: Electron beam dosimetry in heterogeneous phantoms using the MAGIC normoxic polymer gel.
Recently, radiation sensitive polymer gels are being used as a reliable dosimetry method for three-dimensional (3D) verification of radiation doses in clinical use. Some properties of gel dosimeters have made them useful in verifying complex situations in electron therapy. The aim of this study was to experimentally evaluate the influence of tissue inhomogeneities on electron beam dose distributions by use of polymer gel dosimetry. Another purpose was to evaluate the appropriateness of polymer gels for electron beam dosimetry applications. A cylindrical phantom filled with MAGIC polymer gel with a polyacrilic wall (ρ = 1.18 g.cm-3 ) was placed in a Perspex water-filled tank exactly underneath the bone inhomogeneity region .Then, the slab phantom was irradiated with a dose of 5Gy of 8MeV electrons to measure the dose distribution beyond the heterogeneity region. Afterwards, another cylindrical gel phantom similar to the above was used and irradiated with the same dose of 15 MeV electrons to measure the dose distribution beyond the same heterogeneity region. The same mentioned setup was repeated for measurement of the dose distribution beneath the air heterogeneity and homogenous phantom. The results of gel dosimetry under bone inhomogeneity have shown a reduction in dose. This is related to the high mass stopping and mass scattering powers of bone tissue. In addition, dose enhancement is seen laterally near the bone-tissue interface, due to increased side scattering of electrons. Hot and cold scatter lobes under heterogeneity regions are other effects that can be seen. The results of gel dosimetry under the air inhomogeneity have shown an increase in dose. This is related to the low mass stopping and mass scattering powers of the air cavity. When a high energy beam passes through a low-density medium or an air cavity, electronic equilibrium is lost along the central axis of the beam .The dose rebuild up is a consequence of this electronic disequilibrium. An overall good agreement was found between measurements with gel and with a diode detector for the single beam experiment. Electron dose distributions are significantly altered in the presence of tissue inhomogeneities such as bone and air cavities which are related to mass stopping and mass scattering powers of heterogeneous materials.